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Two common concerns in the use of sandwich composite construction are the effects of 
low velocity impact and delamination upon structwal failure. Finite element analysis of these 
events can provide a comprehensive time history of the resulting stress, strain, displacement, and 
velocity at all points in a structwe. The purpose of this research is to develop a finite element 
model of a sandwich composite and use this model to analyze the dynamic response of an 
unbalanced sandwich ix=am, a balanced sandwich beam, and a balanced sandwich plate subject 
to low velocity impact. In particular, strain vs. time history, failure location and mode, and the 
influence of an existing delamination are investigated. It is found that, in the presence of a small 
delamination, the fai lure load of a sandwich composite structure increa~s. Also, fai lure in 
general is due to asymetric core shear and the location of this failure shifts to the delamination 
boundry in the case of a large delamination. Finally, it is noted that detecting the presence of 
a delamination using maximum displacement values may ix= difficult. 
vi 
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A sandwich structurc consists of a thick, lightwcight core sandwiched between 
two thin, stiff facings. The corc material is characteristically low in density, elastic 
modulus, and shear modulus, and is typically some form of foam or honeycomb. Thc 
facings have a high elastic strength and modulus. They may be of thc same material and 
dimensions (balanccd sandwich) or of different materials and dimensions (unbalanced 
sandwich). 
The primary purpose of sandwich construction is to produce a stiU: yct lightweight 
structllTe. This purpose is obviously achieved by attempting to combine the dcsirable low 
density propcrties of thc corc with the high stiUness properties of the faceplates into one 
composite material. Othcr desirable characteristics of sandwich construction that may he 
realized are corrosion and fatigue resistance. 
Sandwich construction has been incorporated into a grcat yariety of aerospacc 
dcsign configurations. The first production aircraft to incorporate this construction was 
the British de Havilland Mosquito, a World War II high-speed, reconnaissancclbomher 
that utilized structures of a balsa-wood corc coycrcd by plywood facings. Since then, 
sandwich construction has been incorporatcd into the production of the B-58, B-70, and 
FIll series aircraft, as well as helicopter rotor blades, satellites, and other spacccraft 
Recently, the Navy conduded research and development of an Advanced 
Pcrformance Mast System (APMS) for the 00963 Spruance class destroycr. This project, 
which was headed by the Kaval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division, was initiated 
to deyclop a surface ship mast structure constructed entirely of composite materials which 
would enclose all radars, antennas and sensors. 
One of the major concerns in the use of sand",,;eh composites is thc loss of load 
carrying ahility due to a delamination betwccn the facing and the core. A conunon cause 
of this type of delamination is low velocity impact of a foreign object upon the facing. 
Several experimental studies have been conductt:d into the effects of low velocity 
impact and delamination upon sandwich composite materials. Two conducted at the 
Naval Postgraduate School were done by Fuller [Ref lJ and Clawson [Ref. 2]. Fuller 
examined low velocity impact effects upon the APMS composite, which was an 
unbalanct:d, titanium-honeycomb-glass reinforced plastic sandwich. Clawson investigated 
the effects of a pre-existing delamination upon a balanced, carbon-foam sandwich subject 
to low velocity impact. 
Experimental studies such as these are important in understanding the impact 
response of sandwich construction. Howevt:r, they cannot provide the full picture of 
response . Only a finite number of gages can be put on a test specimen in a finite number 
of locations, and this certainly limits the total amount of data that can he obtained. 
Computer modding, on the other hand, can provide a comprehensive time history 
of an impact event in tenns of stress, strain, displacement, velocity, or almost any other 
desired parameter at any point of interest in tht: structure. Further, computer simulation 
is often less complex in setup and timt: required (it:. less expensive). 
To this t:nd, the purpose oflhis research is to develop a qualitatively correct finite 
element model of the APMS unbalanced, sandwich oomposite, validate the model using 
Fuller's experimental results, and use the model to examine the characteristics of 
deflection, strain, and failure during impact. Additionally, this model is to be used. as a 
basis to investigate and t:xplain the failure locations and mechanisms of Clawson's 
t:xperimental work.. Finally, the model is used to make predictions as to the dynamic 
response and failurt: of a delaminated, carbon-foam sandwich plate. The t:ffect of friction 
in the delamination arca and the possibility of determining tht: presence of a delamination 
hased upon deflection response are also examinoo. 
11. BACKGROUND 
A. COMPARISON 01- SANDWICH BEAM ANALYSIS TO CLASS1CAL 
BEAM THEORY 
A sandwich composite is analugous in many respects to a structural I-beam, with 
the faceplates rt:presenting tbe beam flanges and the core representing the beam web, The 
core separates the faceplates so that they art: sufficiently spaced to increase the bending 
rigidity, 
In general, the core \vi11 have a bending modulus very small with respect to the 
faces, Therefore, it carries essentially no bending load, leaving all bending stresses to be 
supported by the faceplates, 
In an unbalanced sandwich, the neutral axis of the beam is not at thc plate's 
centerline, Therefore, the bl:am's faces are not equidistant from the neutral axis, This 
implies that the bending stress experil:nel:d by the miO faces in a static, thrce point 
bending configuration will be different. 
Where the sandwich beam differs from thl: I-beam in a flexural analysis is the 
existence of transverse shear and through-thickness deformatiuns in the core. In classical 
beam theury, these deformations arc neglected. However, in a sandwich hean1, they may 
be significant. 
B. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Reviewing the literature, it was found that much research has lx:en conducted into 
the areas of low vclocity impact and delamination of laminated composite materials. 
Huwever, very little work has been done in these areas concerning sand\\;eh composites. 
Additionally, it appears that almu~t nu research has been published pertaining to 
unbalanced, sandwich composites. 
Nemes and Simmonds [Ref. 3] (;linducted a computational and experimental 
investigation of the low velocity impact response of a balanced sandwich plate with GRP 
faceplates and a foam cure. The methodology utilized for predicting response was ha~ed 
on a knowledge of the constitutive behavior of each of the sandwich components (core, 
faceplate, and bond layers). It was found that, during impact, the portion of total 
deformation due to transverse shear deformation was significant. Additionally, comparing 
the strain history of the non-impacted surface with its displacement history, it was noted 
that, when the strain returnoo to zero, the plate was still defornled. This was d\le to the 
effect of shear deformation in the core, a portion of which is either slowly recoverable 
or non-recoverable. 
Lee, Huang, and Fann [Ref. 4] performed an experimental and analytical analysis 
of a balanced sandwich plate consisting of graphitdepoxy faceplates and a polyurethane 
foam core being impacted by a rigid ball. They found that the core transmits both 
transverse shear and transverse nonnal (through-thickness) dcformations. From this 
obseTVation, it was noted that the impactcd and non-impacted surfaccs of the platc 
deformed differently. Additionally, it was found that both the impact velocity and the 
impactor's mass affected thc magnitude of the contact force between the plate and the 
ball, with the impact velocity being the more significant factor. 
Sjohlom, Hartness, and Cordell [Ref. 5] investigated low velocity impact testing 
of composite materials in general. They found that the energy lost during impact was a 
more direct measure of damage than the actual impact energy. From thi~ obseTVation, it 
was concluded that both the impact and rebound velocities were required to be measured 
accurately. Also, it was found that a static test can give very similar results to a low 
velocity impact test if the material is not strain-rate sensitive. This characteristic was 
based on neglccting the inertial forces of the structurc. 
Wu and Shyu [Rcf. 6] performed an experimental study ofthc contact (static) and 
low vciocity impact responses of composite laminates impactt:ti by rigid spheres. As did 
Sjoblom, Hartness, and Cordell, they found that the responses to the quasi-static contact 
and low velocity impact tests were very similar. 
C. SUMMARY OF FULLER'S WORK 
The composite configuration investigated by Fuller was an llilbalanced sandwich 
consisting uf Titanium 6Al-4V and glass reinforced plastic (GRP) faces and a phenolic, 
Nomcx fiber r<:infurcl:d huneycomb core. Low velocity impact was modeled with a 
simple drop weight configuration in which a free falling weight struck a simply supported, 
0.3048 m (12 in), sandwich beam. The material properties of the test beam are listed in 
Table I for thc axis orientation specified in Figure I. (This axis orientation is utili7.ed 
throughout this paper.) 
Using strain gage~ muunted on the beam, strain vs. time data was obtained for 
both the impacted and bottum surface~ at the quartcr points and the centcrline on the 
bottom ~urface. (Strain gage locations and numbering scheme arc specified in Figure 2.) 
Additionally, impactor displaccment vs. time and vdocity vs. time results were calculated 
using data supplied by a force transducer mounted on the drup weight. All of this 
infonnation was collected for both GRP and Titanium side impacts. 
Impactor drop height was varied. At a threshold value of this drop height, beam 
failure was noted to occur in the con: material in the quarter area. (The quarter area is 
defillcd as the general length between thc beam support and center line.) The mode of 
failurc was always cor<: crimping/shearing. Additionally, the failure was never symmetric. 
Shearing always occWTed in one quarter area only. 
Table 1 Unbalanced Sandwich Bcam Material Properties 
Titanium ORP Hexeel-IO Core 
(lsotropie) 
E, (Gpa) (psi) 113.8 ( 16.5xI06) 17.24 (2.5x10") 0.0690 (1.0xl0') 
(estimate) 
Ey (Opa) (psi) 17.24 (2.5xl 0") 0.0690 (1.0x1O') 
(estimate) 
E, (Gpa) (psi) 6.895 (1.0xI06) 0.1931 (2.8x l0') 
G,) (Gpa) (psi) 39.78 (5.77x I06) 2.965 (4.3)(10' ) 0.0690 (1.0xlO' ) 
(estimate) 
G,.., (Gpa) (p~i) 2.620 (3 .8xl0') 0.05930 (8.6)(10' ) 
G .. (Gpa) (psi) 2.620 (3.8x10') 0.03241 (4.7xl01) 





P (kg/m') (lb.,/in ') 4738 (0. 171) 1898 (0.0685) 64.28 (0.00232) 
Thickness (m) (in) 0.00254 (0.1) 0.002032 (0.08) 0.0254 (1.0) 
Figure J Axis Orientat ion After Ref [ I] 
Impacte d S:d~ Non- lITl?act~ d S,Ot 
Figurc 2 Strain Gage Locat ions and Num bering 
D. SUMMARY OF CLAWSON'S WORK 
The composite structure investigated by Clawson was a balanced sandwich 
consisting of graphite epoxy (OJ90iO) facesheets and a Rohacell Polymethacrylimide 
rigid foam core. Material properties are listed in Tahle II. 
As in Fuller's wurk, low velocity impact was modeled using a drop weight 
configuration. The energy of impact was varied hy incrementally adjusting the drop 
height. The test beam length was 0.381 m (15 in.) and the core thickness was varied. 
Samples were instrumented in a similar manner to Fuller' s. 
Samples having variuus lengths of delamination between the facesheet and cure 
were tested. As anticipated, it was found that, in general, the larger the delamination size, 
the smaller the energy ahsorbed prior 10 failure. However, one key finding of this 
research was that, for a sample with a small delamination (0.0.127 m or 0.5 in) impacted 
on the non-delaminated side, the energy absorbed by the beam prior to failure was 
actually higher than in the non-delaminated casco 
Table II. DalaDced Sandwich Beam Material Properties 
Graphite Foam (Isotropic) 
E, (Gpa) (ps i) 52.9! (7.67Jx10") 0.1565 (2.27xlO') 
Ey (Gpa) (psi) 26.48 (3.84,.10") 
E, (Gpa) (psi) !.379 (2.0xlO') (estimate) 
C,. (Gpa) (psi) 13.79 (2.0x! 0") 
G,.. (Cpa) (psi) 3.448 (0.5x!0") (estimate) 




p (kg/m' ) (lb.Jin') 1302 (0.04699) 75.0 (0.002707) 
Thickness (m) (in) 0.001087 (0.0428) 0.00635 (0.25) 
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Ill. )fJ<:M MODKLS 
The goal in numerical modeling wa~ to develop a qualitatively correct simulation 
of the experimental, dynamic response in order to funher understand the failure modes 
caused by mechanical impact. The modeling approach was similar to that adopted by 
Nemes and Simmonds [Ref. 3]. Specifically, a knowledge of the material properties of 
each of the sandwich components was used to predict the overall response of the 
composite. 
All finite clement meshes were developed using 8 node solid elements, and, for 
each case, the hond layer between the faccsheet and the core was negkckd. All analysis 
were run on a HP Series 735 computer using the contact-impact algorithm of the 
VEC/DYNA3D (non-linear dynamic anal ysis of structures in three dimensions) program . 
A. UNUAl,ANCED TI-HONEYCOMB-GRP SANDWICH BEAM 
1. Model Description 
The sandwich was modeled as a 0.2794 m (1 1 in.), simply supported, composite 
beam. This span \,-ias utilized due to the facl that, in Fuller's experimcntal work, the 
supports were placed 0.0127 m (0.5 in.) from the beam ends. 
The finite clement mesh consisted of two elements through thickness for each of 
the faceplates and six clements through thlekness for the core. Forty longitudinal 
clcmcnts and two transverse elements were utilized (See Figure 3). 
The impactor was modeled as a rigid, rectangular block with a 0.01524 m (0.6 in.) 
width to cqual that of the brass plate load distributor used by Fuller. Hcight and weight 
wcre 0.254 ill ( 10.0 in.) and 556.0N (125 Ibr), respectively. It was positioned 0.000254 
m (O.O l in.) above the sandwich beam, subjected to gravitational force, and given an initial 
velocity equal to that of a 0.0254 m (l.O in) free-fall. 
2. Material Property Parametric Study 
The significant fcarures of a sandwich beam's dynamic response are a function 
of the specific material propertics of the individual sandwich components. Since 
11 
Figure 3 fEM Mesh of Unbalanced Ti-Honeycornb-GRP Sandwich Beam 
12 
cxp<::rimental strain-time data had already been collected, a parametric study was 
conducted to identify those specific components and the specific material properties of 
those components which dominated this response. Computer simulations considered 
various values of elastic modulus, shear modulus, poisson's ratio, density, and thickm:ss 
of the Ti, GRr, and core. The resulting strain vs. time curves were analyzed, and the 
conclusions are discussed below. The results described are for a GRP sid!: impact. Ti 
side impacts displayed similar features, but the tension and compression states were 
reversed. 
Titanium 
Titanium faceplate thickness and elastic modulus were the dominant factors 
in controlling the maximwn tensile strain of the composite beam. Both of these factors 
appeared to have equal influence. There existed an inverse proportional relationship 
between each of them and the tensile strain. 
h. Core 
Honeycomh G,.. eontrollcd the bending mode shape of the non-impacted 
snrface and the cycle time of the beam's transient deflection. A value ofGy, helow some 
threshold allowed the non-impacted surface to enter a second bending mode configuration. 
(This phenomenon will be discussed in more detail later.) Additionally, if this second 
mode was experienced, a significant increase in the time required for the beam to return 
to a zero strain condition was noted. 
GRP 
GRP faceplate thickness and Ey were the dominant factors in controlling 
the maximum compressive strain of the composite beam. Both of these factors appeared 
to have equal influence. Also, there existed an inverse proportional relationship hetween 
each of them and the compressive strain. 
Using the results of this parametric study, material properties and thickness 
dimensions were selected to develop a computer model whose strain vs. time relationship 
was qualitatively similar to the experimental curves developed by Fuller. 
3. Model Validlltion 
fuller's experimental strain vs. time results for a 0.0254 m (1.0 in) drop height 
impact on both the GRP and Ti sides are shov,iTl in Figures 4 and 5. The results of the 
13 
finite element analysis using the material properties selected from the parametric study arc 
presented in Figures 6 and 7. Comparing these two sets of figures, it is seen that they are 
qui te similar in geometry and magnitude. In particular, the general shape of the numeric 
and experimental responses at all measured locations are comparable. 
Fringe plots of the y~, distribution in the core for both GRP and Ti side impacts 
at the time of maximwn venical displacement arc given in Figures 8 and 9. As can be 
seen, the ma"l(imum shear strain is located in the quarter area. This demonstrates where 
the predicted failure would first occur and is in agreement with the experimental 
observations. 
Quite obviously, this model is not sufficiently accurate for quantitative study of 
the dynamic response of the sandwich beam subject to low Velocity impact because all 
necessary material properties are not presently available. lIowever, based upon its good 
correlation with the experimental resulls in the areas of overall shape of the response 
curves, maximum peak strain values, and location of maximum shear strain, the model 
docs meet the stated objective of being adequate for a qualitative analysis of the response 
behavior. 
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Figure 4 Experimental GRP Normal Strain From Ref. [IJ 
fi gure 5 Experimen ta l Ti Normal Strain From Ref. r 11 
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Figure 6. Numerical Normal Strain Response for Impact on GRP Side from 
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Figure 7 Numerical Norma! Strain Response for Impact on Ti Side from 
0,0254 m (1.0 in) 
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Figure 8. Fringes of Maximum 'fy , for Impact on GRP Side 
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Fi gure 9 Fringes of Maximum Y,. for Impact 011 Ti SIde 
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D. BALANCED CARBON-FOAM SANDWICH REAM 
The model was a 0.3302 m (13 in), simply supported beam. Again, the model 
length was hased upon the support locations 0.0254 m (1.0 in) from the ends of the actual 
beam. Core thickness was 0.00635 m (0.25 in) and delamination length was varied. The 
material properties of Tahle II were utilized. 
rhe finite element mesh consisted of two elements through thickness for each of 
the faceplates and four t:lemenst through thickness for the core. Forty eight longitudinal 
and two transverse elements were used (See Figure 10). 
The impactor was modeled as a rigid, rectangular block with a height of 0.0508 
m (2.0 in), a width of 0.01905 m (0.75 in), and a weight of 4.448 N (1.0 lbr). It was 
positioned 0.000254 m (0.01 in) above the beam, given an initial velocity equivalent to 
that of a 0.06858 m (2.7 in) free fall, and suhjected to gravitational force . 
The finite element analysis for the above described model produced a strain vs. 
time response that was qualitatively representative of the experimental results for both the 
dt:laminated and non-delaminated cases. The overall shape of the experimental and FEA 
curves were quite similar. Based upon this ohservation, the model was determined to 
meet the goal of being :,'Uffieiently accurate to make qualitative observations as to the 
sandwich beam's dynamic impact response. 
C. BALANCED CARBON-FOAM SANDWICH PLATE 
To take advantage of symmetry and decrease computational time, a quarter-model 
of a 0.127 m (5.0 in) squllIe, simply supported plate wa<; developed. Component material 
properties and thickness dimensions were the same as those for the carbon-foam beam. 
The finite element mesh consisted of two elements through thickness for each of 
the faceplates and four elements through thickness for the core. A 0.0254 m (1.0 in) 
radius polar mesh centered at the plate' s center point was utilized to model the impact and 
delamination areas ( Sec Figure II). 
20 
The impactor was modeled as a cylindrical block with a height 0[0,0254 m (1.0 
in), radius of 0.0127 m (0.5 in), and weight of 8.896 N (2.0 lb,). II was positioned 
0.000245 m (0.01 in) above the beam, subjected 10 gravitational force, and given an initial 
velocity equivalent to that of a 0.6858 m (27.0 in) free fall. 
21 
I ,. 
Figure 10 FEM Mesh of Balanced Carbon-Foam Sandwich Beam 
22 




A. UNBALANCED Tl·HONEYCOMB-GRP SANDWICH BEAM 
J. Verticill Displacement 
S.:vt:ral observations were made concerning the dispiacemt':nt vs. time response of 
the wlbllJanced sandwich. Specifically, these deal with the rnaximmn di~placement , the 
effects of transverse shear and tluough-thickm::ss deformations, and energy absorbsioll of 
the beam. 
First, the magnitude of the maximwn displacement of the impacted side of the 
beam appears to be independent of the side of impact (GRP or Ti). Obviously, the 
location of this displacement is at the beam's centerline, directly under the impactor. For 
a beam of uniform construction, equal displacements in response to an impact on either 
side would be expected, but not nec<::ssarily so for an unbalanced composite beam. 
Figure 12 shows the model's predicted displacl:ment response for a 0.0254 m (1.0 
in) drop height. As can be seen, maximum displacements for the Ti and GRP side 
impacts are within approximately 8%. Fuller' s experimental work gavc similar results. 
He fOlmd that maximum displacements wcre within 15% and that there \va" no clear trend 
as to which impact side gave a larger dd1cetion. Therefore, from the numerical and 
cxpcrimental ohservations, it appears that thl:re is no e1ear correlation between impacted 
sid.: and maximum displacement, and that the impacted side and maximum displacement 
appear to be independent. 
Second, the top and bonom faces deform diffcrcntly, panicularly at the point of 
impact. This is due to the pr.:sencl: of trdllsverse shear and through-thickness 
deformations in the core. Figure 13 shows thl: relative deformations of the top and 
hottom surfaccs for a GRr side impact. As can be seen, the centerlin.: radius of curvature 
of the bottom surtbce is greater th(m that of the top surface. Also, the deformations of 
the two surfaces at the supports arc quite different. From these observations, it is 
apparent that the cffcet of transverse shear and through-thickness deformations arc 
significant, and thl:)" cannot he neglected as in a beam of uniform construction. 
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Finally, it appears that the transvcrse shcar and through-thickness detormations are 
not totally clastic. Figure 14 is the experimental velocity vs. timc graph of the impactor 
for a 0.0254 m (1.0 in) drop on the GRP side. As can be scen, it is not a perfe('1 
sinusoid. The maximum negative (upward) velocity achieved is signiiicantly less than the 
impact velocity. The numerical analysis provided a similar result. This characteristic 
implies that the beam does not act as a perfect spring. Some energy is apparently 
ahsorbed in the corc deformations. This would follow reasonably from the findings of 
Nemes and Simmonds [Ref. 3], who reported that a portion of the shear deformations in 
the core are non or slowly recoverable. 
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Figure 13. Relative Deformations of Impacted and Non-Impacted Surfaces for 
















Figure \4 Experimental Velocity of Impactor for 0,0254 m (1.0 in) Drop on GRP 
Side, From Ref [I ] 
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2. Compressive Strain in the Nun.lmpacted Surface 
In classical heam thcury for a three point bending test, it is known that the cntire 
top surface will experience compression while the entire bottom surface is in tension. 
fhis is hecause the beam's neutral axis remains parallcl to its horizontal midplane. 
The above may not necessarily hold true for a sandwich beam undergoing a 
dynamic, thrce point bending test. In particular, the experimental and numerical analysis 
both indicated that compn:ssion may exist in portions of the bottom. non-impacted 
surfacc. 
Figure 15 shows the classical heam theory and Fuller's experimentally ubserved 
defonnations of a sandwich beam subject to a three puint bending test. As can be seen, 
the actual observed shape is quite dilierent from what is rullicipate<i from beam theory. 
Experimental strain gage readings actually showed that portions of the top surface were 
in tension and that portions of the bonom surface were in compression. A possible 
explanation for this phenomenon was developed by numerically examining the value of 
the core material's shear modulus G)""' and the rcsponse of the sandwich heanl's neutral 
axis. 
Figure 16 shows the numerical neutral axis location at maximum displacement for 
a GRP side impact (dark areas tension, light areas compression). As can be seen, the 
neutral axis is not parallel to the beam's horizontal centerline. However, the entire 
bottom surface is in tension. This figure corresponds to the strain-time curve of Figure 
Figure 17 alsu shows the numerical neutral axis locatiun at maximum displacement 
for a GRP side impact, this time with a Gy7. value 50% lower than the original model 
value. In this case, the entire bottom surface is clearly not in tension. Portions arc indeed 
in compression. 
Figure 18 gives the strain-time relatiunships in this state. As can be seen, the 
bottom surface quarter-point compression manifests itself as a "wave" in the strain-time 
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Figure 16. Neutral Axis Location at Maximum Displacement for GRP Side Impact 
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Figure 17. Neutral Axis Location at Maximum Displacement for GRP Side Impact 
and Reduced Core G" 
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Figure 18. Strain Response for Impact on GRP Side and Reduced Core G" 
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figUIt:S ]9 and 20 show the nlmlcricai neutral axis locatiun and the strain-time 
hi~tory for a Ti ~ide impact with the same reduced value of Gp _ Ohviously, the 
characteristics are the same as the ORP side impact. 
The conclusions to be drawn from these experimental and numerical observations 
arc as follows: 
The neutral axis of a sandwich cumposite beam Wldergoing a dynamic, three 
point bending test may not remain paralld to the beam's horizontal midplanlo:, 
allowing portions of the bottom, non· impacted surface to enter compression. 
The bottom surface may have a second mode bending configuration. 
There exists a critical value of core shear modulus GY1 above which the bottom 
surface will not enter the second mode bending configuration. 
These phenomenon are impact side independent, occurring in both Ti and GRP 
side strikes. 
rhe above general conclusions are supported hy Fuller's experimental work and 
the numerical analysis of this study. However, further research is requin::d to confirm the 
exact nature of these observations 
3_ Failure in Off-Center Impacts 
As previously noted, cxperimental failure uf the Wlbalance<i Ti-honeycomb-GRP 
sandwich beam always occurred in the core due to crimping/shcaring. For the casc of an 
impactor strike on the beam centcrline, the computer analysis showed that the Y)Z 
distribution in the core was symmetric about the centerline. Referring back to Figure R, 
it is seen that the maximmn positive and negative values were nearly identical. 
Figure 21 is the same fringe plot for a 0.00635 m (0.25 in) offset to right of 
centerline drop. In this case, the maximmn positive and negative shear strains are no 
longer equal. Additionally, the absolute maximum value, now located on the side of 
offset, is higher than that of the centerline drop. Similar results were obtained for a Ti 
side impact. 
Again considering the experimental ubservations, it was noted that core failure was 
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never symml:tric. It failed only on one side, never on both sides. From this obser\'ation 
and the above analysis, it is apparent that one possible causc for such non-sYlmnetric 
dcformation is non-centerline impact. 
Taking into account the precision of the drop-weight rig, achieving an exact 
centerline impact would be very difficult. As a matter of fact, any impact on a beam of 
this construction may encOlUlter will most likdy be off-cenkr. Therefore, the conclusion 
can be made that, in almost all cases, core shear failure due to impact will be non4 
symmetric 
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Figure 19 Neutral A;o;is Location at Maxi mum Displacement fo r Ti Side Impact 
and Reduced Core Gy, 
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Figure 20 Strain Response for Impact on Ti Side and Reduced Core Gr, 
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Figure 21 Fringes ofr" for a GRP Side Impact and a 0.0063$ m (0. 25 in) 
Right of Center Drop Offset 
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B. BALANCED CARBON-FOAM SANDWICH BEAM 
Clawson experimentally investigated the bending strain vs. tim!: behavior for 
failure impacts upon the carbon-foam sandwich beam in the cases of no delamination, 
0.0127 ill (0.5 in) delamination, and 0.0254 m (1.0 in) delamination, respectively. 
Delaminations were located between the core and the faeeplak on thc non-impacted side, 
were centered on the beam centerline, and extended through the entire width of the beam. 
Significant filldings of his investigation were: 
In the case of no delamination and 0.0254 III (1.0 in) delamination, failure 
occurred in the core in the quarter area and was due to shearing. 
In the case of 0.0127 ill (0.5 in) delamination, failure occurred in the bottom 
faceplate at the centerline and was due to bending. 
The drop height to canse failure (failure load) was higher in the case of a 
0.0127 m (0.5 in) delamination than it was in the case of no delamination. 
Failure load for a 0.0254 m (1.0 in) delamination was less than that for no 
delamination. 
To attempt to explain these observations, computer model simulations wcrc rWI 
for 0.0127 m (0.5 in), 0.0254 m (1.0 in), and 0.0381 m (1.5 in) delaminations, as well 
as the non-delaminated case. The resulting bending strain vs. time graphs are shown in 
Figures 22-25. Additionally, the resulting shear strain vs. time grahps for the COfe 
element recording the highest Y,. in each case are presented in Figures 26-29. Significant 
data from these figures is presented in Table Ill. 
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Figure 22 Strain Response for No Delamination 
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Figure 23 Strain Response for 0.0127 ill (0.5 in) Delamination 
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Figure 24 Strain Response for 0.0254 m (1,0 in) Delamination 
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Figure 2S Strain Response for 0.0381 m (1.5 in) Delamination 
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Figure 26 Maximum Core Shear Strain for Nu Delamination 
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Figure 28 Maximum Core Shear Strain for 0,0254 m (1.0 in) Delamination 
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Figure 29. Maximum Core Shear Strain for 0.0381 m (1.5 in) Delamination 
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Table III. Carbon Fuam Beam Numerical Strain Results 
Delam 
" 
m~ e, Y" max Y,. r,z max 
Size (xlO-J) ~. (xl 0-3) ". Location 
(m)(in) 
None 1.1 19 4.697 Qtr Area" 
0.0127 1.094 -2.2% 4.342 -7.6% Qtr Area 
(0.5) 
0.0254 1.115 +0.3% 4.645 -l.1 % Qtr Area 
(1.0) 
0.0381 1.160 +3.7% 7.366 +56.8% Delam Tip 
( 1.5) 
• Percent change from non-delaminated value 
t t Qtr Area defined as general lenb>th between the beanl support and center line 
Analyzing the data in Table III, the failure location and failure load of the 
experimental results can be explained. 
tn the experimental non-delanlinatcd case, failure occurred in the core in the 
quarter area and WdS due to shearing, as previously mentioned. This implies that 
maximum bending ;;trength 0", (e,) in the lower faceplate was not exceeded and that ')'L 
(r)~ ) in the core was the limiting factor 
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Using the numerical analysis for a basis of comparison, it can be seen that, in the 
case of a 0.0127 m (0.5 in) delamination, both the maximum E, and maximum 'f y, 
decreased relative to the no delamination case. However, the drop in 'fyz was 3.5 times 
greater than that in Ey• This implies two things. First, the allowable applied load prior 
to failurc increased. Second, assuming that thc beam was near its bending strength limit 
to begin with, a larger applied load would lead to failure due to faceplatc bt:I1ding at thc 
ccntcrline rather than core shear. Recalling thc experimental results, this is exactly what 
was observed. 
Now observing the data for a 0.0254 m (1.0 in) delamination, it is noted that thc 
maximwn Ey and maximum 'f.,. both increascd back to nearly the values of the non-
delaminatcd casc. At this point, shcar stress was again thc liming factor, and experimental 
failure occurred in thc quarter area of the core. 
Further incrcasing the delanlination si7e to 0.0381 m (1.5 in) led to a large jump 
in maximum '(.,.. It also led to a changc in location within the cure whcre this shear 
strain occurred. Rather than in the quartcr area, maximwn '(.,. was locatcd at thc edge of 
the delamination. 
The delamination between the faceplate and the core is actually a crack in the 
beam. As with all cracks, the delamination acts as a strcss concentrator. For a Modc I 
(tensile) crack, the relationship between crack length and the stress intensity factor at thc 
crack tip, K1, is given by: 
where 0 0 is the magnitude of the nominal applied tcnsilc stress and a is the length of the 
crack surface. Clearly, as the the crack length increases, thcre is a corresponding cise in 
the strcss intensity factor. 
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In a three point bending test, the delamination is acttJally suhject to Mode II 
cracking (sliding) (See Figure 30). An equivalent relatiunship to thl;.': above exists hetween 
the crack length and the stress intensity factor of the second mode. Accordingly, as the 
size of crack increases, so docs the shear stress intensity factor. 
Therefore, it is seen that, in the cast: of no delamination or a small delamination, 
maximum shear stress in the core occurs in the quarter area. However, as the 
delamination grows, the stress intensity factor increases, and the location urthe maximum 
shear stress shift~ to the delamination tip, causing failure in this position. Figures 31-34 
show fringe plots of ma'l(imwn core shear strains for all cases. Figure 35 gives a fringe 
plot uflhe bottom uflhe core (0.0381 m/ 1.5 in. delamination), displaying the maximum 
strain location at the delamination lip. 
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Mode I (tensile) 
Mode II (sliding) 
Figure 30 Cracking Modes 






Figure 32 Fringes of Core YY' for 0.0127 m (0.5 in) Delamination 
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Figure 33. Fringes of Core Y,z for 0.0254 m (1.0 in) Delamination 
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Figure 34 Fringes of Core 11, fo r 0.0381 m (\.5 ill) Delamination 
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Figure 3S Fringes of Core 1y. for 0.0381 m (1 .5 in) Delamination (Bottom View) 
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C. BALAl~CED CARBON·FOAM SANDWICH PLATE 
In stnletural components utilizing sandwich construction, the plate is mor~ often 
utilized than the beam. However, limited experimental work has been done in this area. 
To examine a sandwich plates's response to low velocity impact, particularly with respect 
to an existing delamination, the computer modd of the carbon· foam heam was extended 
to a plate. With this model, four specific areas were examined: vertical deflcction, 
maximum shear stress, delamination detection, and the effect of friction in the 
delamination arca. 
In the case of no delamination, fringes plots of the development of the 
displacement vs. time charaeteri:.1ics arc given in Figures 36·42. As can be seen, the 
fri nges of displacement radiate outward from thc ccnter after impact. (Slight a"ymmetry 
is due to numerical error in the computer modelling.) This response is normal and 
cxpeetcd. Figure 43 gives thc displacemlo:nt vs. timc response of thc position which 
expericnecs the greatest deflection, the midpoint. 
Figures 44-50 show the development of the maximum shcar strcss in the core ovcr 
time aftcr impact. Again, as expected, the fringe radiates outward from the clo:nter. 
(Variation in outermost fringe due to changing fringe levels. Asymmetry still present.) 
Figurcs 51·53 show that thc location of maximum sh.car occurs at thc bottom of the core, 
just outside the radial dimension of the impactor (radial area, for lack of a better namc). 
The maximum shear stress vs. time characteristic of this point is given in Figure 54. 
The deflcction and shear stress characteristics of a plate with delaminations of 
0.01016 m (0.4 in), 0.0127 m (0.5 in), and 0.0254 m (1.0 in) radii were then examined. 
In general, the development of these characteri:nics through the plate were identical to that 
orthe non·delaminated case. The maximum values of deflection and core shear stress are 
given in Tahle IV. 
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Figure 36. Fringes of z Displacement in Inches (Top View of Plate, t=O. 11995xlO·' s) 
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Figure 37. Fringes of z Displacement in Inches (Top View of Plate, t=O.23999xlO·) s) 
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Figure 41. Fringes of z Displacement in Inches (Top View of Plate, t=O.l7400xl 0-2 .<;) 
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Figure 43 Midplate Deflection for No Delamination 
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Figure 44. Fringes of Con: ' mu in psi (Top View of Core, t=O.1 1995x lO J s) 
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Figure 45. Fringes of Core ""i: m"" in psi (Top View of Core, t=O.23999xlO-3 s) 






Figure 46. Fringes of Core 1 """ in psi (Top V iew of Core, t=O. 35996xlO·J s) 
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Figure 51 PlatefJmpactor Orientation 
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Figure 54. Maximum Radial Area Shear Stress for No Delamination 
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Radius (Ill) (in) Deflection (x!O') Location 
(mXin) 
None 0.004025 0.4923 Radial Area 
(0.1677) 
0,01016 (0.4) 0.004277 0.4780 Radial Area 
(0.1684) 
0.0127 (0.5) 0.004321 0.4887 Radial Area 
(0.17()1) 
0.0245 (1.0) 0.004526 0.6438 Delam Tip 
(0.1782) 
Several points of importance are noteworthy from this data: 
Maximum deflection increased with the presence of a delamination. 
Furthermore, the larger the delamination, the greater the deflection. However, 
the change in magnitude of the deflection was quite small. 
As in the case of the delaminated beanl, the presence of a small delamination 
(0.01016 m I 0.4 in or 0.0127 III I 0.5 in) lead to a decrease in the maximum 
shear stress. Increasing the radius of the delamination (0.0254 III I 1.0 in) 
caused a significant rise in the shear stress. 
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Also as in the case of the delaminated beam, a large delamination caused a 
change of location in the core of the maximum attained shear stress. Rather 
than the radial area, the greatest shear stress occurred at the edge of the 
delamination, again illustrating the effect of erack length as a stress 
cuncentrator. Figure 55 shows a fringe plot of the maximum shcar stress at the 
bottom of the core for a 0.0254 m (1.0 in) delamination at the time of 
maximtun dd1t:ction. The ring of maximum stress curn:sponds to the 
delamination boundary. 
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Figure 55. Fringes of Maximum Core Shear Stre:;s in psi (Bottom View) 
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Delaminations in a sand"'lch composite are difficult to detect. In the analysis of 
the above data, it was hoped that evidence of a delamination would present itself in the 
deflection VS. time response. Spccificai!y, it was hoped that delamination damage, 
particularly of a large radius, would yield a significant change in the maximum deflection 
recorded and thereby provide a relatively simple testing technique. Unfonunately, this 
was not the case. The increase in deflection of the 1.0 in delamination model was only 
6% greater than that of the undclarninated mood. Therefore, it appears that measuring 
displacement under load will not provide a good indication of the presence of a 
delamination. 
In all the aboVl;.': delamination models (beam and plate), the effect of friction in the 
delamination areas was neglected (assumed to be zero). In reality, this is certainly not the 
ease. A coefficient of friction, both static and d~llamie , "till exist betwcen the core and 
the faceplate. To obtain a feel for the rdative effect of this friction on the impact 
response, several models were run with valucs of the coefficients of friction equal to 0.1 
and 0.2. Results are presented in Table V. 
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Table V. Carbon Foam Plale Coefficienl of Friction Resulls 
Delamination 













0.004321 (0.1701) 0.4887 
0.004300 (0.1693) 0.4878 
0.004298 (0.1692) 0.4871 
0.004526 (0.1782) 0.6438 
0.0045 t9 (0.1779) 0.6338 
0.004511 (0.1776) 0.6258 
Observing the data in this table, it is clear that, as would be cxpectcd, maximum 
values of deflection and shear were lower in the presence of friction. Howevcr, the 
magnitudc of thc change was quite small. For a small delamination, the effect on both 
wa~ approximately 0.5%. For a large delamination, the effect on maximum shear was 
larger, approximately 2.5% for a coefficient of friction of 0.2. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this research, the impact response of three different type~ of sandwich 
construction were investigated: an unbalanced sand\'.'ich beam, a balanced sandwich 
hearn, and a balanced sandwich plate. Although the types of construction varied, many 
characteristics of the rcspon:;es and failure modes were similar. 
The significant findings of this research were: 
In general, classical beam bending theory is not applicable in the analysis of 
sandwich beam response. 
Tran~verse shear and through-thickness deformations in a sandv.'ich are quite 
significant. They allow the top and bottom surfaces of the sandwich to deform 
diffcn::ntly and appear to absorb some of the energy of impact. 
fhere appears \0 exist a threshold value of core shear modulus G),> below which 
the non-impacted surface of a sandwich beam may enter a second modc 
bending configuration during impact. 
Core shear failure due to impact is likely to be asynunetric (occur on one side 
only). 
Tn the presence of a small delamination, the failure load of a sandwich beam 
increases. This is due to a drop in core shear stress caused by the short 
delamination crack. 
In the presence of a large delamination, the location of maximum core shear 
stress, and therefore the probable location of failure, shifts from the quarter area 
in a beam (radial area for a plate) to the delamination boundary. 
The presence of a delamination appears to not significantly changc the 
magnitude of the deflection vs. time respo=. Therefore, it seems that detecting 
a delamination from this data would be difficult. 
The effect of friction in the delamination area is a very small factor in the 
dynamic response of the composite. 
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There is still a significant amount of work and research that is required to be done 
in order to fully understand the dynamic response and fflilure of a =dwich composite 
suhject to low velocity impflct. Tills applies to both the areas of cxperimcntfll testing and 
computer modeling. 
In thc realm of dynamic response, testing with fully instrumented beam surfaces 
could yield a bettcr understanding of why portions of the bottom surface appear to enter 
compression rather than remain in tcnsion. Additionally, with regard to modeling, thc 
simulation of a honeycomb core is a point of interest In this study, the honeycomb's 
material properties wt:re smeared, i.e., regarded as continuous. In actuality, this is 
certainly not the case. Honeycomb is full of void areas and is not continuous. Modeling 
honeycomb in a different manner could have an appreciable influence on the predicted 
response 
This research investigated only the initiation uf failure in a sandwich composite. 
It did not attempt to develop or vt:rify any faiLure criteriun. Future work should 
incorporate doing this, a~ well as continuing on to modd the complete failure process. 
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